FAMILY

I. Background

[History]


[Childhood]


* Symbol indicates readings that are on both lists
II. Social Stratification and the Family

a. Gender and Work

[Gender at Work]


[Gender Roles/Norms]


[Gender Socialization]


*Rahilly, Elizabeth. 2015. "The Gender Binary Meets the Gender- Variant Child: Parents' Negotiations with Childhood Gender Variation." *Gender & Society*

* Symbol indicates readings that are on both lists
b. Social Class, Race, and the Family

[Race]


Lee, Jennifer. 2015. “Interracial Marriage and the Meaning of Multiraciality.” In Barbara Risman and Virginia Rutter (Eds.), Families As They Really Are. Chicago: Norton


[Class]


/ Edin, Kathryn and Luke Shaefer. 2015. $2.00 a Day: Living on Almost Nothing in America.


III. (Heteronormative) Parenting

a. Motherhood

[General]

* Symbol indicates readings that are on both lists


[Working Moms]


[SINGLE MOMS]


b. Fatherhood


* Symbol indicates readings that are on both lists


IV. Sexuality and Family

[Queer families]


[Queer black families]


[Heterosexuality]

*Kane, Emily. 2006. “No Way My Boys are Going to be Like That!” Gender & Society 20 (2): 149-176.


* Symbol indicates readings that are on both lists
V. **Bisexuality**


* Symbol indicates readings that are on both lists